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Home Away from Home to Educate and Empower Rural & Tribal Children
The daunting challenge of poverty in India needs little introduction.
Children born to parents living below the poverty line in backward,
rural areas strive hard just for existence and are trapped in a cycle of
abject poverty with daily struggles laced with hunger and despair.
In that vicious circle, schools are often too far way, beyond even
dreams.
“AIM for SEVA” (AIM) is bringing them hope through education.
AIM is an international organization with presence in several
countries. The Canadian chapter is registered as a not-for-profit
charity, registered in Ontario.
Education is empowering. Imparted in appropriate settings, it helps
these children break through the shackles of poverty. Our student
homes provide the appropriate ambience: Warmth, wholesome
meals, tutoring and eventually, skills to help them get a progressive
career. Close to schools, they ensure that the students focus on
education, as their basic needs are now taken care of.
The AIM Canadian chapter has an excellent reputation in terms of
its zero administration cost, hard working volunteers, and integrity.
Toronto is the highest donor city by far, amongst all donor chapters
of AIM of SEVA world-wide. The Canadian chapter has succeeded in
getting donations for construction of 24 Hostels and 2 Schools. The
support from the Canadian chapter, with over $6.1 million collected
in the last 17 years, currently sponsors 604 children with more to be
added every year.
We do this because we believe that every child has a right to
education in addition to the basic necessities of life. Every child
should have an opportunity to earn a decent living by acquiring
appropriate skills.
AIM for SEVA’s parent organization in India has Special Consultative
Status with the United Nations’ Economic and Social Council, a
testimony to the fact that our team is credible, focused, and resultsoriented. In June 2018, AIM for SEVA’s parent organization was been
awarded the coveted platinum certificate by GuideStar India, which
certifies the due diligence of an organisation for legal & financial
compliances. This certification ensures that the organisation is
transparent and holds itself accountable to not just its stakeholders
but also to the general public.
Share our vision. Find out how you can give back a child the
childhood ...and a good night sleep.
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We have now started to take the message of AIM from individuals
to corporations in an effort to teach as many students as possible
and alleviate poverty by empowering one child at a time.

Vision

To transform society through
a network of seva, of caring, to
help each child to contribute
to the uplifting of family and to
the progress of the nation.

Mission

To extend reach of education to
every poor and disadvantaged
child across the nation through
the concept of Student Hostel
(Free Student Home) near
government school.

Goal

At least one Student Hostel for
each of 640 districts in India.
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